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SPECIFIC SECUREMENT REQUIREMENTS BY 
COMMODITY TYPE 

393.116 What are the rules for securing logs? 
393.118 What are the rules for securing 

dressed lumber or similar building prod-
ucts? 

393.120 What are the rules for securing 
metal coils? 

393.122 What are the rules for securing 
paper rolls? 

393.124 What are the rules for securing con-
crete pipe? 

393.126 What are the rules for securing 
intermodal containers? 

393.128 What are the rules for securing auto-
mobiles, light trucks and vans? 

393.130 What are the rules for securing 
heavy vehicles, equipment and machin-
ery? 

393.132 What are the rules for securing flat-
tened or crushed vehicles? 

393.134 What are the rules for securing roll- 
on/roll-off and hook lift containers? 

393.136 What are the rules for securing large 
boulders? 

Subpart J—Frames, Cab and Body Com-
ponents, Wheels, Steering, and Sus-
pension Systems 

393.201 Frames. 
393.203 Cab and body components. 
393.205 Wheels. 
393.207 Suspension systems. 
393.209 Steering wheel systems. 

AUTHORITY: 49 U.S.C. 322, 31136, 31151 and 
31502; sec. 1041(b), Pub. L. 102–240, 105 Stat. 
1914, 1993 (1991); and 49 CFR 1.73. 

SOURCE: 33 FR 19735, Dec. 25, 1968, unless 
otherwise noted. 

EDITORIAL NOTE: Nomenclature changes to 
part 393 appear at 66 FR 49874, Oct. 1, 2001. 

Subpart A—General 

SOURCE: 53 FR 49384, Dec. 7, 1988, unless 
otherwise noted. 

§ 393.1 Scope of the rules in this part. 
(a) The rules in this part establish 

minimum standards for commercial 
motor vehicles as defined in § 390.5 of 
this title. Only motor vehicles (as de-
fined in § 390.5) and combinations of 
motor vehicles which meet the defini-
tion of a commercial motor vehicle are 
subject to the requirements of this 
part. All requirements that refer to 
motor vehicles with a GVWR below 
4,536 kg (10,001 pounds) are applicable 
only when the motor vehicle or com-
bination of motor vehicles meets the 

definition of a commercial motor vehi-
cle. 

(b)(1) Every motor carrier and its em-
ployees must be knowledgeable of and 
comply with the requirements and 
specifications of this part. 

(2) Every intermodal equipment pro-
vider and its employees or agents re-
sponsible for the inspection, repair, and 
maintenance of intermodal equipment 
interchanged to motor carriers must be 
knowledgeable of and comply with the 
applicable requirements and specifica-
tions of this part. 

(c) No motor carrier may operate a 
commercial motor vehicle, or cause or 
permit such vehicle to be operated, un-
less it is equipped in accordance with 
the requirements and specifications of 
this part. 

(d) No intermodal equipment pro-
vider may operate intermodal equip-
ment, or cause or permit such equip-
ment to be operated, unless it is 
equipped in accordance with the re-
quirements and specifications of this 
part. 

[70 FR 48025, Aug. 15, 2005, as amended at 73 
FR 76823, Dec. 17, 2008] 

§ 393.3 Additional equipment and ac-
cessories. 

Nothing contained in this subchapter 
shall be construed to prohibit the use 
of additional equipment and acces-
sories, not inconsistent with or prohib-
ited by this subchapter, provided such 
equipment and accessories do not de-
crease the safety of operation of the 
motor vehicles on which they are used. 

§ 393.5 Definitions. 
As used in this part, the following 

words and terms are construed to 
mean: 

Aggregate working load limit. The sum-
mation of the working load limits or 
restraining capacity of all devices used 
to secure an article of cargo on a vehi-
cle. 

Agricultural commodity trailer. A trail-
er that is designed to transport bulk 
agricultural commodities in off-road 
harvesting sites and to a processing 
plant or storage location, as evidenced 
by skeletal construction that accom-
modates harvest containers, a max-
imum length of 28 feet, and an arrange-
ment of air control lines and reservoirs 
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that minimizes damage in field oper-
ations. 

Air brake system. A system, including 
an air-over-hydraulic brake subsystem, 
that uses air as a medium for transmit-
ting pressure or force from the driver 
control to the service brake, but does 
not include a system that uses com-
pressed air or vacuum only to assist 
the driver in applying muscular force 
to hydraulic or mechanical compo-
nents. 

Air-over-hydraulic brake subsystem. A 
subsystem of the air brake system that 
uses compressed air to transmit a force 
from the driver control to a hydraulic 
brake system to actuate the service 
brakes. 

Anchor point. Part of the structure, 
fitting or attachment on a vehicle or 
article of cargo to which a tiedown is 
attached. 

Antilock Brake System or ABS means a 
portion of a service brake system that 
automatically controls the degree of 
rotational wheel slip during braking 
by: 

(1) Sensing the rate of angular rota-
tion of the wheels; 

(2) Transmitting signals regarding 
the rate of wheel angular rotation to 
one or more controlling devices which 
interpret those signals and generate re-
sponsive controlling output signals; 
and 

(3) Transmitting those controlling 
signals to one or more modulators 
which adjust brake actuating forces in 
response to those signals. 

Article of cargo. A unit of cargo, other 
than a liquid, gas, or aggregate that 
lacks physical structure (e.g., grain, 
gravel, etc.) including articles grouped 
together so that they can be handled as 
a single unit or unitized by wrapping, 
strapping, banding or edge protection 
device(s). 

Auxiliary driving lamp. A lighting de-
vice mounted to provide illumination 
forward of the vehicle which supple-
ments the upper beam of a standard 
headlighting system. It is not intended 
for use alone or with the lower beam of 
a standard headlamp system. 

Bell pipe concrete. Pipe whose flanged 
end is of larger diameter than its bar-
rel. 

Blocking. A structure, device or an-
other substantial article placed against 

or around an article of cargo to prevent 
horizontal movement of the article of 
cargo. 

Boat trailer. A trailer designed with 
cradle-type mountings to transport a 
boat and configured to permit launch-
ing of the boat from the rear of the 
trailer. 

Bracing. A structure, device, or an-
other substantial article placed against 
an article of cargo to prevent it from 
tipping, that may also prevent it from 
shifting. 

Brake. An energy conversion mecha-
nism used to stop, or hold a vehicle 
stationary. 

Brake power assist unit. A device in-
stalled in a hydraulic brake system 
that reduces the operator effort re-
quired to actuate the system, but 
which if inoperative does not prevent 
the operator from braking the vehicle 
by a continued application of muscular 
force on the service brake control. 

Brake power unit. A device installed 
in a brake system that provides the en-
ergy required to actuate the brakes, ei-
ther directly or indirectly through an 
auxiliary device, with the operator ac-
tion consisting only of modulating the 
energy application level. 

Brake tubing/hose. Metallic brake tub-
ing, nonmetallic brake tubing and 
brake hose are conduits or lines used in 
a brake system to transmit or contain 
the medium (fluid or vacuum) used to 
apply the motor vehicle’s brakes. 

Chassis. The load-supporting frame of 
a commercial motor vehicle, exclusive 
of any appurtenances which might be 
added to accommodate cargo. 

Clearance Lamps. Lamps that provide 
light to the front or rear, mounted on 
the permanent structure of the vehicle, 
such that they indicate the overall 
width of the vehicle. 

Container chassis trailer. A semitrailer 
of skeleton construction limited to a 
bottom frame, one or more axles, spe-
cially built and fitted with locking de-
vices for the transport of intermodal 
cargo containers, so that when the 
chassis and container are assembled, 
the units serve the same function as an 
over the road trailer. 

Converter dolly. A motor vehicle con-
sisting of a chassis equipped with one 
or more axles, a fifth wheel and/or 
equivalent mechanism, and drawbar, 
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the attachment of which converts a 
semitrailer to a full trailer. 

Crib-type log trailer means a trailer 
equipped with stakes, bunks, a front- 
end structure, and a rear structure to 
restrain logs. The stakes prevent move-
ment of the logs from side to side on 
the vehicle while the front-end and 
rear structures prevent movement of 
the logs from front to back on the vehi-
cle. 

Curb weight. The weight of a motor 
vehicle with standard equipment, max-
imum capacity of fuel, oil, and coolant; 
and, if so equipped, air conditioning 
and additional weight of optional en-
gine. Curb weight does not include the 
driver. 

Dunnage. All loose materials used to 
support and protect cargo. 

Dunnage bag. An inflatable bag in-
tended to fill otherwise empty space 
between articles of cargo, or between 
articles of cargo and the wall of the ve-
hicle. 

Edge protector. A device placed on the 
exposed edge of an article to distribute 
tiedown forces over a larger area of 
cargo than the tiedown itself, to pro-
tect the tie-down and/or cargo from 
damage, and to allow the tiedown to 
slide freely when being tensioned. 

Electric brake system. A system that 
uses electric current to actuate the 
service brake. 

Emergency brake. A mechanism de-
signed to stop a motor vehicle after a 
failure of the service brake system. 

Emergency brake system. A mechanism 
designed to stop a vehicle after a single 
failure occurs in the service brake sys-
tem of a part designed to contain com-
pressed air or brake fluid or vacuum 
(except failure of a common valve, 
manifold brake fluid housing or brake 
chamber housing). 

Fifth wheel. A device mounted on a 
truck tractor or similar towing vehicle 
(e.g., converter dolly) which interfaces 
with and couples to the upper coupler 
assembly of a semitrailer. 

Frame vehicle. A vehicle with skeletal 
structure fitted with one or more bunk 
units for transporting logs. A bunk 
unit consists of U-shaped front and 
rear bunks that together cradle logs. 
The bunks are welded, gusseted or oth-
erwise firmly fastened to the vehicle’s 

main beams, and are an integral part of 
the vehicle. 

Friction mat. A device placed between 
the deck of a vehicle and article of 
cargo, or between articles of cargo, in-
tended to provide greater friction than 
exists naturally between these sur-
faces. 

Front fog lamp. A lighting device 
whose beam provides downward illu-
mination forward of the vehicle and 
close to the ground, and is to be used 
only under conditions of rain, snow, 
dust, smoke or fog. A pair of fog lamps 
may be used alone, with parking, tail, 
side, marker, clearance and identifica-
tion lamps, or with a lower beam 
headlamp at the driver’s discretion in 
accordance with state and local use 
law. 

Fuel tank fitting. Any removable de-
vice affixed to an opening in the fuel 
tank with the exception of the filler 
cap. 

g. The acceleration due to gravity, 
32.2 ft/sec2 (9.81 m/sec2). 

Grommet. A device that serves as a 
support and protection to that which 
passes through it. 

Hazard warning signal. Lamps that 
flash simultaneously to the front and 
rear, on both the right and left sides of 
a commercial motor vehicle, to indi-
cate to an approaching driver the pres-
ence of a vehicular hazard. 

Head lamps. Lamps used to provide 
general illumination ahead of a motor 
vehicle. 

Heater. Any device or assembly of de-
vices or appliances used to heat the in-
terior of any motor vehicle. This in-
cludes a catalytic heater which must 
meet the requirements of § 177.834(l)(2) 
of this title when Class 3 (flammable 
liquid) or Division 2.1 (flammable gas) 
is transported. 

Heavy hauler trailer. A trailer which 
has one or more of the following char-
acteristics, but which is not a con-
tainer chassis trailer: 

(1) Its brake lines are designed to 
adapt to separation or extension of the 
vehicle frame; or 

(2) Its body consists only of a plat-
form whose primary cargo-carrying 
surface is not more than 1,016 mm (40 
inches) above the ground in an un-
loaded condition, except that it may 
include sides that are designed to be 
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easily removable and a permanent 
‘‘front-end structure’’ as that term is 
used in § 393.106 of this title. 

Hook-lift container. A specialized con-
tainer, primarily used to contain and 
transport materials in the waste, recy-
cling, construction/demolition and 
scrap industries, which is used in con-
junction with specialized vehicles, in 
which the container is loaded and un-
loaded onto a tilt frame body by an ar-
ticulating hook-arm. 

Hydraulic brake system. A system that 
uses hydraulic fluid as a medium for 
transmitting force from a service 
brake control to the service brake, and 
that may incorporate a brake power as-
sist unit, or a brake power unit. 

Identification lamps. Lamps used to 
identify certain types of commercial 
motor vehicles. 

Integral securement system. A system 
on certain roll-on/roll-off containers 
and hook-lift containers and their re-
lated transport vehicles in which com-
patible front and rear hold down de-
vices are mated to provide securement 
of the complete vehicle and its articles 
of cargo. 

Lamp. A device used to produce arti-
ficial light. 

Length of a manufactured home. The 
largest exterior length in the traveling 
mode, including any projections which 
contain interior space. Length does not 
include bay windows, roof projections, 
overhangs, or eaves under which there 
is no interior space, nor does it include 
drawbars, couplings or hitches. 

License plate lamp. A lamp used to il-
luminate the license plate on the rear 
of a motor vehicle. 

Longwood. All logs that are not 
shortwood, i.e., are over 4.9 m (16 feet) 
long. Such logs are usually described as 
long logs or treelength. 

Low chassis vehicle. (1) A trailer or 
semitrailer manufactured on or after 
January 26, 1998, having a chassis 
which extends behind the rearmost 
point of the rearmost tires and which 
has a lower rear surface that meets the 
guard width, height, and rear surface 
requirements of § 571.224 in effect on 
the date of manufacture, or a subse-
quent edition. 

(2) A motor vehicle, not described by 
paragraph (1) of this definition, having 
a chassis which extends behind the 

rearmost point of the rearmost tires 
and which has a lower rear surface that 
meets the guard configuration require-
ments of § 393.86(b)(1). 

Manufactured home means a struc-
ture, transportable in one or more sec-
tions, which in the traveling mode, is 
eight body feet or more in width or 
forty body feet or more in length, or, 
when erected on site, is three hundred 
twenty or more square feet, and which 
is built on a permanent chassis and de-
signed to be used as a dwelling with or 
without a permanent foundation when 
connected to the required utilities, and 
includes the plumbing, heating, air- 
conditioning, and electrical systems 
contained therein. Calculations used to 
determine the number of square feet in 
a structure will be based on the struc-
ture’s exterior dimensions measured at 
the largest horizontal projections when 
erected on site. These dimensions will 
include all expandable rooms, cabinets, 
and other projections containing inte-
rior space, but do not include bay win-
dows. This term includes all structures 
which meet the above requirements ex-
cept the size requirements and with re-
spect to which the manufacturer volun-
tarily files a certification pursuant to 
24 CFR 3282.13 and complies with the 
standards set forth in 24 CFR part 3280. 

Metal coil means an article of cargo 
comprised of elements, mixtures, com-
pounds, or alloys commonly known as 
metal, metal foil, metal leaf, forged 
metal, stamped metal, metal wire, 
metal rod, or metal chain that are 
packaged as a roll, coil, spool, wind, or 
wrap, including plastic or rubber coat-
ed electrical wire and communications 
cable 

Multi-piece windshield. A windshield 
consisting of two or more windshield 
glazing surface areas. 

Parking brake system. A mechanism 
designed to prevent the movement of a 
stationary motor vehicle. 

Play. Any free movement of compo-
nents. 

Pulpwood trailer. A trailer or 
semitrailer that is designed exclusively 
for harvesting logs or pulpwood and 
constructed with a skeletal frame with 
no means for attachment of a solid bed, 
body, or container. 

Rail vehicle. A vehicle whose skeletal 
structure is fitted with stakes at the 
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front and rear to contain logs loaded 
crosswise. 

Rear extremity. The rearmost point on 
a motor vehicle that falls above a hori-
zontal plane located 560 mm (22 inches) 
above the ground and below a hori-
zontal plane located 1,900 mm (75 
inches) above the ground when the 
motor vehicle is stopped on level 
ground; unloaded; its fuel tanks are 
full; the tires (and air suspension, if so 
equipped) are inflated in accordance 
with the manufacturer’s recommenda-
tions; and the motor vehicle’s cargo 
doors, tailgate, or other permanent 
structures are positioned as they nor-
mally are when the vehicle is in mo-
tion. Nonstructural protrusions such as 
taillamps, rubber bumpers, hinges and 
latches are excluded from the deter-
mination of the rearmost point. 

Reflective material. A material con-
forming to Federal Specification L-S- 
300, ‘‘Sheeting and Tape, Reflective; 
Non-exposed Lens, Adhesive Backing,’’ 
(September 7, 1965) meeting the per-
formance standard in either Table 1 or 
Table 1A of SAE Standard J594f, ‘‘Re-
flex Reflectors’’ (January, 1977). 

Reflex reflector. A device which is used 
on a vehicle to give an indication to an 
approaching driver by reflected lighted 
from the lamps on the approaching ve-
hicle. 

Saddle-mount. A device, designed and 
constructed as to be readily demount-
able, used in driveaway-towaway oper-
ations to perform the functions of a 
conventional fifth wheel: 

(1) Upper-half. Upper-half of a ‘‘sad-
dle-mount’’ means that part of the de-
vice which is securely attached to the 
towed vehicle and maintains a fixed po-
sition relative thereto, but does not in-
clude the ‘‘king-pin;’’ 

(2) Lower-half. Lower-half of a ‘‘sad-
dle-mount’’ means that part of the de-
vice which is securely attached to the 
towing vehicle and maintains a fixed 
position relative thereto but does not 
include the ‘‘king-pin;’’ and 

(3) King-pin. King-pin means that de-
vice which is used to connect the 
‘‘upper-half’’ to the ‘‘lower-half’’ in 
such manner as to permit relative 
movement in a horizontal plane be-
tween the towed and towing vehicles. 

Service brake system. A primary brake 
system used for slowing and stopping a 
vehicle. 

Shoring bar. A device placed trans-
versely between the walls of a vehicle 
and cargo to prevent cargo from tip-
ping or shifting. 

Shortwood. All logs typically up to 4.9 
m (16 feet) long. Such logs are often de-
scribed as cut-up logs, cut-to-length 
logs, bolts or pulpwood. Shortwood 
may be loaded lengthwise or crosswise, 
though that loaded crosswise is usually 
no more than 2.6 m (102 inches) long. 

Sided vehicle. A vehicle whose cargo 
compartment is enclosed on all four 
sides by walls of sufficient strength to 
contain articles of cargo, where the 
walls may include latched openings for 
loading and unloading, and includes 
vans, dump bodies, and a sided inter-
modal container carried by a vehicle. 

Side extremity. The outermost point 
on a side of the motor vehicle that is 
above a horizontal plane located 560 
mm (22 inches) above the ground, below 
a horizontal plane located 1,900 mm (75 
inches) above the ground, and between 
a transverse vertical plane tangent to 
the rear extremity of the vehicle and a 
transverse vertical plane located 305 
mm (12 inches) forward of that plane 
when the vehicle is unloaded; its fuel 
tanks are full; and the tires (and air 
suspension, if so equipped) are inflated 
in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Non-structural pro-
trusions such as taillights, hinges and 
latches are excluded from the deter-
mination of the outermost point. 

Side marker lamp (Intermediate). A 
lamp mounted on the side, on the per-
manent structure of the motor vehicle 
that provides light to the side to indi-
cate the approximate middle of the ve-
hicle, when the motor vehicle is 9.14 
meters (30 feet) or more in length. 

Side marker lamps. Lamps mounted on 
the side, on the permanent structure of 
the motor vehicle as near as prac-
ticable to the front and rear of the ve-
hicle, that provide light to the side to 
indicate the overall length of the 
motor vehicle. 

Special purpose vehicle. (1) A trailer or 
semitrailer manufactured on or after 
January 26, 1998, having work-per-
forming equipment that, while the 
motor vehicle is in transit, resides in 
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or moves through the area that could 
be occupied by the horizontal member 
of the rear impact guard, as defined by 
the guard width, height and rear sur-
face requirements of § 571.224 (para-
graphs S5.1.1 through S5.1.3), in effect 
on the date of manufacture, or a subse-
quent edition. 

(2) A motor vehicle, not described by 
paragraph (1) of this definition, having 
work-performing equipment that, 
while the motor vehicle is in transit, 
resides in or moves through the area 
that could be occupied by the hori-
zontal member of the rear impact 
guard, as defined by the guard width, 
height and rear surface requirements of 
§ 393.86(b)(1). 

Split service brake system. A brake sys-
tem consisting of two or more sub-
systems actuated by a single control 
designed so that a leakage-type failure 
of a pressure component in a single 
subsystem (except structural failure of 
a housing that is common to two or 
more subsystems) shall not impair the 
operation of any other subsystem. 

Steering wheel lash. The condition in 
which the steering wheel may be 
turned through some part of a revolu-
tion without associated movement of 
the front wheels. 

Stop lamps. Lamps shown to the rear 
of a motor vehicle to indicate that the 
service brake system is engaged. 

Surge brake. A self-contained, perma-
nently closed hydraulic brake system 
for trailers that relies on inertial 
forces, developed in response to the 
braking action of the towing vehicle, 
applied to a hydraulic device mounted 
on or connected to the tongue of the 
trailer, to slow down or stop the towed 
vehicle. 

Tail lamps. Lamps used to designate 
the rear of a motor vehicle. 

Tiedown. A combination of securing 
devices which forms an assembly that 
attaches articles of cargo to, or re-
strains articles of cargo on, a vehicle 
or trailer, and is attached to anchor 
point(s). 

Tow bar. A strut or column-like de-
vice temporarily attached between the 
rear of a towing vehicle and the front 
of the vehicle being towed. 

Tractor-pole trailer. A combination ve-
hicle that carries logs lengthwise so 
that they form the body of the vehicle. 

The logs are supported by a bunk lo-
cated on the rear of the tractor, and 
another bunk on the skeletal trailer. 
The tractor bunk may rotate about a 
vertical axis, and the trailer may have 
a fixed, scoping, or cabled reach, or 
other mechanical freedom, to allow it 
to turn. 

Trailer kingpin. A pin (with a flange 
on its lower end) which extends 
vertically from the front of the under-
side of a semitrailer and which locks 
into a fifth wheel. 

Turn signals. Lamps used to indicate 
a change in direction by emitting a 
flashing light on the side of a motor ve-
hicle towards which a turn will be 
made. 

Upper coupler assembly. A structure 
consisting of an upper coupler plate, 
king-pin and supporting framework 
which interfaces with and couples to a 
fifth wheel. 

Upper coupler plate. A plate structure 
through which the king-pin neck and 
collar extend. The bottom surface of 
the plate contacts the fifth wheel when 
coupled. 

Vacuum brake system. A system that 
uses a vacuum and atmospheric pres-
sure for transmitting a force from the 
driver control to the service brake, not 
including a system that uses vacuum 
only to assist the driver in applying 
muscular force to hydraulic or mechan-
ical components. 

Void filler. Material used to fill a 
space between articles of cargo and the 
structure of the vehicle that has suffi-
cient strength to prevent movement of 
the articles of cargo. 

Well. The depression formed between 
two cylindrical articles of cargo when 
they are laid with their eyes horizontal 
and parallel against each other. 

Wheels back vehicle. (1) A trailer or 
semitrailer manufactured on or after 
January 26, 1998, whose rearmost axle 
is permanently fixed and is located 
such that the rearmost surface of the 
tires (of the size recommended by the 
vehicle manufacturer for the rear axle) 
is not more than 305 mm (12 inches) 
forward of the transverse vertical plane 
tangent to the rear extremity of the 
vehicle. 

(2) A motor vehicle, not described by 
paragraph (1) of this definition, whose 
rearmost axle is permanently fixed and 
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is located such that the rearmost sur-
face of the tires (of the size rec-
ommended by the vehicle manufac-
turer for the rear axle) is not more 
than 610 mm (24 inches) forward of the 
transverse vertical plane tangent to 
the rear extremity of the vehicle. 

Width of a manufactured home. The 
largest exterior width in the traveling 
mode, including any projections which 
contain interior space. Width does not 
include bay windows, roof projections, 
overhangs, or eaves under which there 
is no interior space. 

Windshield. The principal forward fac-
ing glazed surface provided for forward 
vision in operating a motor vehicle. 

Working load limit (WLL). The max-
imum load that may be applied to a 
component of a cargo securement sys-
tem during normal service, usually as-
signed by the manufacturer of the com-
ponent. 

[53 FR 49384, Dec. 7, 1988, as amended at 63 
FR 8339, Feb. 18, 1998; 63 FR 24465, May 4, 
1998; 64 FR 47707, Sept. 1, 1999; 67 FR 61224, 
Sept. 27, 2002; 68 FR 56208, Sept. 30, 2003; 70 
FR 48026, Aug. 15, 2005; 71 FR 35832, June 22, 
2006; 72 FR 9870, Mar. 6, 2007] 

§ 393.7 Matter incorporated by ref-
erence. 

(a) Incorporation by reference. Part 393 
includes references to certain matter 
or materials, as listed in paragraph (b) 
of this section. The text of the mate-
rials is not included in the regulations 
contained in part 393. The materials 
are hereby made a part of the regula-
tions in part 393. The Director of the 
Federal Register has approved the ma-
terials incorporated by reference in ac-
cordance with 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 CFR 
part 51. For materials subject to 
change, only the specific version ap-
proved by the Director of the Federal 
Register and specified in the regulation 
are incorporated. Material is incor-
porated as it exists on the date of the 
approval and a notice of any change in 
these materials will be published in the 
FEDERAL REGISTER. 

(b) Matter or materials referenced in 
part 393. The matter or materials listed 
in this paragraph are incorporated by 
reference in the corresponding sections 
noted. 

(1) Auxiliary Upper Beam Lamps, So-
ciety of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 

J581, July 2004, incorporation by ref-
erence approved for § 393.24(b). 

(2) Front Fog Lamp, SAE J583, Au-
gust 2004, incorporation by reference 
approved for § 393.24(b). 

(3) Stop Lamps for Use on Motor Ve-
hicles Less Than 2032 mm in Overall 
Width, SAE J586, March 2000, incorpo-
ration by reference approved for 
§ 393.25(c). 

(4) Stop Lamps and Front- and Rear- 
Turn Signal Lamps for Use on Motor 
Vehicles 2032 mm or more in Overall 
Width, SAE J2261, January 2002, incor-
porated by reference approved for 
§ 393.25 (c). 

(5) Tail Lamps (Rear Position Lamps) 
for Use on Motor Vehicles Less Than 
2032 mm in Overall Width, SAE J585, 
March 2000, incorporation by reference 
approved for § 393.25(c). 

(6) Tail Lamps (Rear Position Lamps) 
for Use on Vehicles 2032 mm or More in 
Overall Width, SAE J2040, March 2002, 
incorporation by reference approved 
for § 393.25(c). 

(7) Turn Signal Lamps for Use on 
Motor Vehicles Less Than 2032 mm in 
Overall Width, SAE J588, March 2000, 
incorporation by reference approved 
for § 393.25(c). 

(8) Sidemarker Lamps for Use on 
Road Vehicles Less Than 2032 mm in 
Overall Width, SAE J592, August 2000, 
incorporation by reference approved 
for § 393.25(c). 

(9) Directional Flashing Optical 
Warning Devices for Authorized Emer-
gency, Maintenance, and Service Vehi-
cles, SAE J595, January 2005, incorpo-
ration by reference approved for 
§ 393.25(e). 

(10) Optical Warning Devices for Au-
thorized Emergency, Maintenance, and 
Service Vehicles, SAE J845, May 1997, 
incorporation by reference approved 
for § 393.25(e). 

(11) Gaseous Discharge Warning 
Lamp for Authorized Emergency, 
Maintenance, and Service Vehicles, 
SAE J1318, May 1998, incorporation by 
reference approved for § 393.25(e). 

(12) Reflex Reflectors, SAE J594, De-
cember 2003, incorporation by reference 
approved for § 393.26(c). 

(13) Standard Specification for 
Retroreflective Sheeting for Traffic 
Control, American Society of Testing 
and Materials, ASTM D 4956–04, 2004, 
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